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The positions advertised below are open to candidates who hold a current Top 

Secret Positive Vetting (TSPV) security clearance or have held a TSPV in the 

previous 12-month period (which has since been downgraded).  

Candidates with a current Defence recognised Psychological Assessment are 

preferred but not essential. 
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Windows DevOps Engineer SFIA 4 

Close date: 10 Aug 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 78/2021- 1 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The Windows DevOps Engineer is accountable under general direction to undertake complex 
administration, integration and problem management of Commercial Off The Shelf (COTS) and Open 
Source information management applications in an operational Windows environment of virtual machines 
and cloud infrastructure. 

Personnel will contribute both independently and collaboratively, and may perform changes, outages, 
upgrades, patches, software development, business analysis and service delivery (support) functions 
including answering customer calls and performing Level 2 and 3 support after Service Desk triage of initial 
requests. 

Scope of responsibility includes the virtual infrastructure, management of diverse data sets and automated 
data processing, application and database security, configuring backups and performance tuning.  Tasks 
may include rebuilding or rewriting parts of existing systems, scripted transformations of data sets and 
maintenance and improvement of automated processing scripts to ensure optimum system integrity. 

Windows DevOps Engineer SFIA 5 

Close date: 10 Aug 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 78/2021- 2 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The Windows DevOps Engineer is accountable under broad direction to initiate and undertake complex 
administration, integration and problem management of Commercial Off The Shelf (COTS) and Open 
Source information management applications in an operational Windows environment of virtual machines 
and cloud infrastructure. 

Personnel will contribute both independently and collaboratively, and may coordinate or perform changes, 
outages, upgrades, patches, software development, business analysis and service delivery (support) 
functions including answering customer calls and performing Level 2 and 3 support after Service Desk 
triage of initial requests. 

Scope of responsibility includes the virtual infrastructure, management of diverse data sets and automated 
data processing, application and database security, configuring backups and performance tuning.  Tasks 
may include rebuilding or rewriting parts of existing systems, scripted transformations of data sets and 
maintenance and improvement of automated processing scripts to ensure optimum system integrity. 

Security is a key factor for this section, with involvement from all members in identification, investigation 
and rectification of security concerns, and implementation, configuration and maintenance of system 
software to ensure optimal data security. 

mailto:contracts_tss@omniexe.com
mailto:contracts_tss@omniexe.com
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Service Architect SFIA 5 

Close date: 10 Aug 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 78/2021- 4 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The Service Architect has authority and accountability for strategic planning, business relationship 
development and facilitating the continuous improvement of the Digital Workplace Services portfolio, with 
particular focus on business process digitisation and data-analytic support to business processes. 

The Service Architect educates management and customers on the implication of new technologies and 
clearly articulates the business benefits.  The Service Architect analyses customer business processes 
including providing analytic and reporting support to management to support digitised processes and build 
evidence for process digitisation.   

The Service Architect oversees the service level for the portfolio, balancing business needs, security 
constraints and resource constraints to develop and continually adjust near, medium and long term service 
goals.  The role drives the delivery of management-sponsored initiatives to improve and replace services, 
and assists management in strategic work to build up team capacity to effectively deliver digitisation and 
business analytic services 

The role collaborates with junior to senior technical specialists in a mixed contract/APS team, balancing 
daily operational support against weekly and multi-month deliverables. 

Change Management Specialist SFIA 5 

Close date: 27 Aug 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 16/2021- 1 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The Change Management Specialist will be a highly organised, dynamic, outcome orientated individual with 
excellent communication skills. The Change Management Specialist will be accountable under the general 
direction of the Section Head, including but not limited to implementing change management in accordance 
to ITIL best practice aiming for a maturity level 3, manage a team and provide professional guidance and 
support. 

The Change Management Specialist is responsible for managing complex change requests, evaluating and 
documenting risks to the integrity of the IT system including availability, performance, security and 
compliance of the business services impacted, engaging with stakeholders to identify and communicate 
needs of stakeholder groups, negotiate with senior stakeholders and communicating formally and informally 
on the progress. 

mailto:contracts_tss@omniexe.com
mailto:contracts_tss@omniexe.com
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Communications Manager SFIA 5 

Close date: 27 Aug 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 22/2021- 1 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The Communications Manager is required under broad direction to manage Enterprise Hubs development 
and delivery of strategic planning documents, communication and increase awareness initiatives within the 
agency via online and offline platforms. Responsibilities include initial assessment, research, co-ordination 
and distribution of promotional material and communication on behalf of Enterprise Hub.  

The Communications Manager is also expected to write/update Standard Operating Procedures as 
directed. 

ICT System Administrator SFIA 4 

Close date: 27 Aug 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 82/2021- 1 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The ICT System Administrator is responsible for complex activities and tasks relating to monitoring and 
maintenance of ICT servers and software. The System Administrator will conduct these activities whilst 
working cohesively and flexibly with related stakeholders. 

Business Analyst – Logistics Management SFIA 4 

Close date: 27 Aug 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 104/2021- 1 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

Working with the Logistics Manager, the Business Analyst is accountable under general direction to 
identify, manage and communicate business requirements; translate business requirements into functional 
specifications and work collaboratively with the Logistics management team to support the development of 
tools to provide life-cycle/asset management assurance to the organisation. 

mailto:contracts_tss@omniexe.com
mailto:contracts_tss@omniexe.com
mailto:contracts_tss@omniexe.com
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Business Analyst SFIA 4 

Close date: 18 Aug 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 92/2021- 1 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The Business Analyst role is responsible for eliciting business and technical requirements as well as 
modelling complex business processes for the purposes of informing ICT capability delivery. 

This role requires that the successful candidate be able to interpret the needs articulated by a diverse set of 
technical customers and non-technical representatives of the broader business community. The role must 
work with architects, developers and end users to devise solutions that satisfy the customer needs whilst 
working within the bounds of strategic direction. 

Technical Writer SFIA 3 

Close date: 19 Aug 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 088/2021- 1 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The Technical Writer will produce a range of design, configuration, technical support and training 
documents for Information and Communications Technology (ICT) projects. The role requires 
complementary skills to produce documentation for various audiences ranging from highly technical 
documents through to user friendly and executive-targeted documentation.  

The Technical Writer requires highly developed technical writing skills and the demonstrated ability to work 
in an integrated team of technical and non-technical personnel. Final documentation is expected to comply 
with Commonwealth standards such as the Commonwealth Style Guide and accessibility requirements. 

Customer Service Analyst SFIA 2 

Close date: 20 Sep 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 17/2021- 1 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

As the first-point-of-contact for customers, the Customer Service Officer responds to customer requests, 
provides advice on services available and resolves minor IT issues. The Customer Service Officer records 
all customer contacts in the service management application with sufficient detail for Service Desk Analysts 
or external support teams to investigate and resolve more complex issues. 

This role requires a person who enjoys working with and supporting a diverse range of people, 
communicates clearly, has the ability to think quickly and remain calm in a high-paced environment. 

mailto:contracts_tss@omniexe.com
mailto:contracts_tss@omniexe.com
mailto:contracts_tss@omniexe.com
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IT Service Desk Analyst SFIA 2 

Close date: 20 Sep 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 17/2021- 2 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The IT Service Desk Analyst investigates and resolves IT incidents, actions requests received through the 
Service Catalogue and provides advice about services provided. To provide a quality service, the IT 
Service Desk Analyst will keep the customer informed of the progress of their request and follow-up any 
outstanding actions. The IT Service Desk Analyst works in a team environment comprising contractors, 
providing services to a diverse range of customers. In this high paced environment, the ability to problem 
solve and develop new skills is essential. The role requires the IT Service Desk Analyst to work 
independently and also collaborate with team members and external support staff to resolve complex 
issues. 

IT Service Desk Analyst SFIA 3 

Close date: 20 Sep 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 17/2021- 3 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The IT Service Desk Analyst investigates and resolves IT incidents, actions requests received through the 
Service Catalogue and provides advice about services provided. To provide a quality service, the IT 
Service Desk Analyst will keep the customer informed of the progress of their request and follow-up any 
outstanding actions. The IT Service Desk Analyst works in a team environment comprising contractors, 
providing services to a diverse range of customers. In this high paced environment, the ability to problem 
solve and develop new skills is essential. The role requires the IT Service Desk Analyst to work 
independently and also collaborate with team members and external support staff to resolve complex 
issues. 

IT Service Desk Analyst SFIA 4 

Close date: 20 Sep 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 17/2021- 4 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The IT Service Desk Analyst investigates and resolves IT incidents, actions requests received through the 
Service Catalogue and provides advice about services provided. To provide a quality service, the IT 
Service Desk Analyst will keep the customer informed of the progress of their request and follow-up any 
outstanding actions. 

The IT Service Desk Analyst works in a team environment comprising contractors, providing services to a 
diverse range of customers. In this high paced environment, the ability to problem solve and develop new 
skills is essential. The role requires the IT Service Desk Analyst to work independently and also collaborate 
with team members and external support staff to resolve complex issues 

mailto:contracts_tss@omniexe.com
mailto:contracts_tss@omniexe.com
mailto:contracts_tss@omniexe.com
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IT Service Desk Analyst SFIA 4 

Close date: 20 Sep 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 17/2021- 4 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The IT Service Desk Analyst investigates and resolves IT incidents, actions requests received through the 
Service Catalogue and provides advice about services provided. To provide a quality service, the IT 
Service Desk Analyst will keep the customer informed of the progress of their request and follow-up any 
outstanding actions. 

The IT Service Desk Analyst works in a team environment comprising contractors, providing services to a 
diverse range of customers. In this high paced environment, the ability to problem solve and develop new 
skills is essential. The role requires the IT Service Desk Analyst to work independently and also collaborate 
with team members and external support staff to resolve complex issues 

Project Support Officer SFIA 2 

Close date: 17 Sep 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 38/2021- 1 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The Project Support Officer will work under routine direction to assist several team leads in the delivery of 
the Project. Duties will include assisting with project procurement activities, recordkeeping, organising and 
minuting meetings and general administrative tasks.  The incumbent will be required to function within 
broad guidelines and be willing to identify solutions to common administrative problems. They will need to 
be a self-starter and have an ability to work within strict timeframes.  

The role will require project support skills and a proven ability to work within an integrated team of 
technical/non-technical personnel. 

Project Manager SFIA 4 

Close date: 17 Sep 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 38/2021- 2 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The Project Manager will be a highly organised, dynamic, outcome orientated individual with excellent 
communication skills who is confident to break down large projects into discrete work packages from 
concept to delivery, for a diverse range of customers.  

The Project Manager is responsible for leading the planning and implementation of projects, including 
defining the scope and requirements, developing plans and schedules, managing the project’s budget, 
overseeing and planning resource allocation and work packages, managing risks and issues and 
communicating formally and informally on the project’s progress. 

mailto:contracts_tss@omniexe.com
mailto:contracts_tss@omniexe.com
mailto:contracts_tss@omniexe.com
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Project Manager SFIA 5 

Close date: 17 Sep 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 38/2021- 3 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The Project Manager will be a highly organised, dynamic, outcome orientated individual with excellent 
communication skills who is confident to break down large projects into discrete work packages from 
concept to delivery, for a diverse range of customers.  

The Project Manager is responsible for leading the planning and implementation of projects, including 
defining the scope and requirements, developing plans and schedules, managing the project’s budget, 
overseeing and planning resource allocation and work packages, managing risks and issues and 
communicating formally and informally on the project’s progress. 

Software Developer SFIA 4 

Close date: 17 Sep 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 40/2021- 6 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The Software Developer is required to assist, develop and integrate software employing an Agile Software 
Development Methodology (SDM). The positions will include developing software, integration Commercial 
Off the Shelf (COTS) and Government Off the Shelf (GOTS) software, documenting technical processes 
and assisting with testing and deployment. The successful candidates will need highly devolved software 
development skills and a proven ability to work within an integrated team of technical/non-technical 
personnel. 

Project Support Officer SFIA 3 

Close date: 17 Sep 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 67/2021- 1 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The Project Support Officer will play an active role in managing packages of work, schedule dependencies, 
project documentation, procurement, and providing administrative support. The PSO will play an important 
role in project planning, risk and issue management, helping to drive projects forward to achieve outcomes 
for a diverse range of customers. 

mailto:contracts_tss@omniexe.com
mailto:contracts_tss@omniexe.com
mailto:contracts_tss@omniexe.com
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ICT Systems Administrator (Storage and Backup) SFIA 3 

Close date: 8 Oct 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 83/2021- 3 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

Provision of ICT Systems Administration (Storage and Backup) to enable the efficient sustainment of 
current infrastructure within a complex environment spanning multiple geographically separated data 
centres and remote offices. 

Cloud Application Developer SFIA 4 

Close date: 8 Sep 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 109/2021- 2 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The Cloud Application Developer will work to the Technical Team Lead within a team of like-minded 
individuals. The successful candidate will primarily work in a fast-paced development environment with the 
freedom to independently approach, own and solve key problem sets. 

The Role: 

• Manage a critical mission system in the development, test and production environments. 

• Rapidly learn new technologies by applying industry best-practices and applying your extensive 
knowledge and experience. 

• Provide complex application and system support, including managing incidents, changes, 
unplanned outages, upgrades and patches.  

• Ideally, candidates will be experienced in developing large complex web applications, and be able 
to rapidly learn new technologies. 

• Be experienced in different distributed technologies, including MongoDB or ElasticSearch. 

• Be experienced in test automation that is designed to meet the needs of intelligence organisations. 

mailto:contracts_tss@omniexe.com
mailto:contracts_tss@omniexe.com
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Cloud Application Developer SFIA 5 

Close date: 8 Sep 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 109/2021- 3 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The Technical Team Lead will marshal a team of motivated Cloud Applications and Cloud Infrastructure 
Developers supporting a next-generation analytics platform that is designed to meet the needs of 
intelligence organisations.    

The Technical Team Lead will report to the ETSPO Sustainment Director.  Business requirements include 
developing a rolling work plan for approval, sustainment activity updates and alerting the Director of 
systems related risks and issues. 

This position requires the management of application and system support, including managing system 
enhancements, changes, upgrades and patches, incidents and unplanned outages. 

The Technical Team Lead will also have: 

• Extensive experience in developing large complex web applications, and the ability to learn new 
technologies quickly. 

• Experience in different distributed technologies, including MongoDB or ElasticSearch.  

• Experience in test automation designed to meet the needs of intelligence organisations.   . 

Project Manager SFIA 5 

Close date: 25 Sep 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 12/2021- 4 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The Project will undertake capital acquisitions to deliver new communications capabilities and also activities 
to sustain and enhance existing communication services both domestically and internationally.  

The Project requires the services of suitably qualified project manager to assist in the planning and 
management of day to day work of the project and maintain adequate records to validate compliance with 
approved management planning requirements and project management methodologies.   

mailto:contracts_tss@omniexe.com
mailto:contracts_tss@omniexe.com
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Software Developer - Cyber Security SFIA 5 

Close date: 23 Aug 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 92/2021- 1 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The Software Developer will be accountable under broad direction to interpret specifications and technical 
designs to build, maintain and modify code or adaptation data for software applications, construct technical 
specifications from a business functional model, write and execute tests, and write and maintain technical 
documentation. Roles exist both in project teams and tactical positions embedded to support business 
units. 

Security Administrator and Monitoring SFIA 4  

Close date: 25 Aug 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 49/2021- 1 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

Administration and monitoring of security systems. This includes integration of security and monitoring 
services with customer networks, as well as engagement with customers on security requirements and 
ongoing security improvement to systems. 

Business Analyst SFIA 4  

Close date: 1 Oct 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 35/2021- 1 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The Business Analyst/Product Owner will be responsible for customer engagement, process modelling and 
development of system requirements. They will also be responsible for engaging with the team to ensure 
customer requirements are well understood and expectations on both sides are appropriately managed. 

This position is responsible for the elicitation of business and technical requirements and the modelling of 
new and existing business processes to inform technical capability delivery for a fast paced, dynamic 
business unit. The successful candidate will contribute to the support of one of our capabilities within a 
program. This will involve working with business stakeholders, project managers, systems architects and 
delivery teams as required to elicit and communicate requirements for successful outcomes. Prioritisation, 
stakeholder engagement and exceptional communication are all key requirements. 

mailto:contracts_tss@omniexe.com
mailto:contracts_tss@omniexe.com
mailto:contracts_tss@omniexe.com
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Business Analyst SFIA 5 

Close date: 1 Oct 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 35/2021- 2 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The Business Analyst will be responsible for customer engagement, process modelling and development of 
system requirements. This position is responsible for the elicitation of business and technical requirements 
and the modelling of new and existing business processes to inform ICT project delivery for a fast paced, 
dynamic business unit. 

The Business Analyst will work independently within broad guidelines to contribute to multiple projects 
within the program. This will involve working with business stakeholders, project managers, systems 
architects and delivery teams as required to elicit and communicate requirements for successful delivery. 
The Senior Business Analyst will work with Agile teams to improve Agile processes that ensure customers’ 
needs are understood and eventually satisfied. The Business Analyst Interprets the business needs and 
works with architects and system engineers to ensure the customers’ fundamental needs are understood at 
a basic level. The role is required to work with engineers and architects to satisfy business needs within the 
strategic technology direction of the organisation. 

Change Manager SFIA 5 

Close date: 1 Oct 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 35/2021- 3 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The Change Manager will have responsibility for enabling the delivery of business outcomes and benefits 
across multiple projects and business areas through actively managing the change into a rapidly changing 
business environment. The Change Manager, under broad direction, will work independently to develop 
business focused strategies and documentation.   

This will involve working with business stakeholders, project managers, systems architects and other 
groups as required, to define the change required, work to ready the business to accept it, and land the 
change into the business areas in order to achieve the required benefits. 

Solution Architect SFIA 5 

Close date: 1 Oct 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 35/2021- 4 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The Solutions Architect is responsible for the development of the technology solutions and mapping the 
business requirements to systems/technical requirements to ensure they are in line with the enterprise 
architectural plan. 

mailto:contracts_tss@omniexe.com
mailto:contracts_tss@omniexe.com
mailto:contracts_tss@omniexe.com
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Solution Architect SFIA 4 

Close date: 1 Oct 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 35/2021- 5 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The Solutions Architect is responsible for the development of the technology solutions and mapping the 
business requirements to systems/technical requirements to ensure they are in line with the enterprise 
architectural plan. 

Planning Manager SFIA 5 

Close date: 1 Oct 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 35/2021- 6 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The Planning Manager will be accountable under the general direction of the Commonwealth Director for 
the planning of capability enhancements. The role will involve working between SNO-SPO and Senior 
Leadership, portfolio management, business stakeholders, business analysts, subject matter experts, and 
planning staff. 

Planning Manager SFIA 4 

Close date: 1 Oct 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 35/2021- 7 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The Planning Manager will be accountable under the general direction of the Commonwealth Director for 
the planning of capability enhancements. The role will involve working between SNO-SPO and Senior 
Leadership, portfolio management, business stakeholders, business analysts, subject matter experts, and 
planning staff. 

mailto:contracts_tss@omniexe.com
mailto:contracts_tss@omniexe.com
mailto:contracts_tss@omniexe.com
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Cloud Automation Engineer SFIA 4 

Close date: 1 Oct 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 37/2021- 2 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The Cloud Automation Engineer will be required to develop and integrate software employing an Agile 
Software Development Methodology (SDM). The position includes developing software, integrating 
Commercial off the Shelf (COTS) and Government off the Shelf (GOTS) software, documenting technical 
processes and assisting with testing and deployment. The successful candidate will need highly developed 
software development skills and a proven ability to work within an integrated team of technical/non-
technical personnel. 

Security Administrator SFIA 4 

Close date: 1 Oct 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 39/2021- 1 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The Security Administrator is required to assist the Program area to develop and integrate software 
employing an Agile Software Development Methodology (SDM) including; developing software, integrating 
Commercial off the Shelf (COTS) and Government off the Shelf (GOTS) software, documenting technical 
processes and assisting with testing and deployment. The successful candidate will need highly developed 
software development skills and a proven ability to work within an integrated team of technical/non-
technical personnel. 

Security Architect SFIA 5 

Close date: 1 Oct 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 39/2021- 2 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The Security Architect will be accountable under broad direction to apply security and technical expertise to 
the design and documentation of tailored solutions. This includes development and communication of high-
level security strategies and artefacts to influence the development of secure capabilities to meet 
challenging business needs in a complex operating environment. 

mailto:contracts_tss@omniexe.com
mailto:contracts_tss@omniexe.com
mailto:contracts_tss@omniexe.com
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Software Developer SFIA 4 

Close date: 1 Oct 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 40/2021- 3 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The Software Developer will be responsible for working under direction as a member of a team responsible 
for developing software, integrating Commercial Off the Shelf (COTS) and Government Off the Shelf 
(GOTS) software, documenting technical processes and assisting with testing and deployment. 

Software Developer SFIA 5 

Close date: 1 Oct 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 40/2021- 4 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The Software Developer role provides ICT functions to the Project Management Office primarily through 
development, support and sustainment of software applications, along with general administrative duties. 
The Software Developer will be required to develop, integrate, support and sustain software applications 
employing an Agile Software Development Methodology (SDM). 

Software Developer SFIA 5 

Close date: 1 Oct 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 40/2021- 5 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The Software Developer will be responsible for working under direction as a member of a team responsible 
for developing software, integrating Commercial Off the Shelf (COTS) and Government Off the Shelf 
(GOTS) software, documenting technical processes and assisting with testing and deployment. The role will 
need very high level software development skills and a proven ability to work within an integrated team of 
technical/non-technical personnel. 
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Software Developer SFIA 4 

Close date: 1 Oct 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 40/2021- 6 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The Software Developer is required to assist, develop and integrate software employing an Agile Software 
Development Methodology (SDM). The positions will include developing software, integration Commercial 
Off the Shelf (COTS) and Government Off the Shelf (GOTS) software, documenting technical processes 
and assisting with testing and deployment. The successful candidates will need highly devolved software 
development skills and a proven ability to work within an integrated team of technical/non-technical 
personnel. 

Software Developer SFIA 4 

Close date: 1 Oct 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 40/2021- 7 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The Software Developer is required to assist in the development and integrate of software employing an 
Agile Software Development Methodology (SDM). The position/s will include developing software, 
integrating Commercial Off the Shelf (COTS) and Government Off the Shelf (GOTS) software, documenting 
technical processes and assisting with testing and deployment. 

Software Developer SFIA 4 

Close date: 1 Oct 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 40/2021- 8 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The Software Developer will be responsible for working under direction as a member of a team responsible 
for developing complex programs, integrating Commercial Off the Shelf (COTS) and Government Off the 
Shelf (GOTS) software, documenting technical processes and assisting with testing and deployment. The 
role will need well established software development skills and a proven ability to work within an integrated 
team of technical/non-technical personnel. 
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Software Developer SFIA 3 

Close date: 1 Oct 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 40/2021- 9 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The Software Developer is required to develop and integrate software employing an Agile Software 
Development Methodology (SDM). The role includes developing software, integrating Commercial Off the 
Shelf (COTS) and Government Off the Shelf (GOTS) software, documenting technical processes and 
assisting with testing and deployment. The successful candidate/s will need software development skills 
and a proven ability to work within an integrated team of technical/non-technical personnel. 

Software Tester SFIA 4 

Close date: 1 Oct 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 41/2021- 1 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The Software Tester will be responsible under general direction for creating and executing fit for purpose 
test plans and test cases, in accordance with the project’s testing strategy. The Software Tester will ensure 
traceability to requirements, manage defects, provide regular progress reporting and work collaboratively 
with delivery staff to coordinate testing and regression activities. 

Test Manager SFIA 5 

Close date: 1 Oct 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 41/2021- 2 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The Test Manager will be accountable under general direction for developing and implementing appropriate 
project testing strategies and processes. 
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Test Engineer SFIA 3 

Close date: 1 Oct 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 41/2021- 3 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The Test Engineer will be responsible under direction to specify, develop and write test plans and test 
scripts, produce test cases, carry out regression testing, and use automated test software applications to 
test the behaviour, functionality and integrity of systems, and document the results. 

Test Engineer SFIA 4 

Close date: 1 Oct 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 41/2021- 4 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The Test Engineer will be accountable under general direction to specify, develop and write test plans and 
test scripts, produce test cases, carry out regression testing, and use automated test software applications 
to test the behaviour, functionality and integrity of systems, and document the results. 

ICT Security Specialist SFIA 4 

Close date: 22 Jul 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 106/2021- 1 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The ICT Security Specialist will be a highly organised, dynamic, outcome orientated individual with 
excellent communication skills who is confident to break down large ICT security accreditation requirements 
into discrete risk based models and work actions from concept to delivery, for a diverse range of 
government and commercial customers.  

The ICT Security Specialist is responsible under broad direction to help shape the accreditation process of 
secure community commercial cloud services for systems and information, meet domestic and international 
policies and standards, and mitigate risks. 
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System Administrator SFIA 4 

Close date: 1 Oct 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 42/2021- 1 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The System Administrator is required to provide system administrative support under general direction in a 
key capability domain; participate within a business environment that is in a complex, emerging domain and 
operates at a rapid pace. 

System Administrator SFIA 5 

Close date: 1 Oct 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 42/2021- 2 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The System Administrator is required to lead and manage system administrative support activities in a key 
capability domain; is able to contribute in a business environment which is in a complex, emerging domain 
and operates at a rapid pace. 

System/Network Administrator SFIA 4 

Close date: 1 Oct 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 42/2021- 3 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The System/Network Administrator is expected to provide support to the Project Management Office (PMO) 
with the primary focus being on ongoing maintenance activities and the hardware they are responsible for. 
The types of hardware involved may include servers, blade centres, network devices and other related 
peripheral components, including PCI-e cards and media convertors. 
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System Administrator / VMware SFIA 5 

Close date: 1 Oct 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 42/2021- 4 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The Lead VMware Administrator is required to assist with the management of VMware virtual environment 
as per the stated direction of the technical lead and manager. 

System Administrator SFIA 3 

Close date: 1 Oct 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 42/2021- 5 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The System Administrator will be responsible, under general direction to set up and manage servers used 
by software developers and must have a proven ability to work within an integrated team of technical/non-
technical personnel. 

System Engineer SFIA 5 

Close date: 1 Oct 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 43/2021- 1 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The Lead System Engineer will be accountable to the Assistant Director General SNO-SPO and 
responsible for providing advice and guidance on specific ICT architectures and designs. The Lead 
Systems Engineer will be responsible for leading systems engineering activities in support of the delivery of 
major programs and projects in SNO-SPO. The system engineering activities will include, but not be limited 
to, technical advice, requirements capture and management, systems design, systems delivery and test & 
evaluation activities. 

The Lead Systems Engineer will be responsible for continued development and implementation of a 
systems engineering framework for Major Capital Equipment Programs and co-ordinating systems 
engineering activities as part of the Branch. 
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System Engineer SFIA 5 

Close date: 1 Oct 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 43/2021- 2 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The System Engineer will be responsible for undertaking responsibilities to deliver a range of hosting 
platforms fit for customer use cases. The system engineering’s role will include stakeholder engagement to 
establish use cases, systems design, configuration management, orchestrated deployment, monitoring, 
system upgrade and sustainment. A degree of mentoring of peers throughout this scope of work. 

The system engineer will also provide architectural advice as a subject matter expert to guide customers on 
the best practice use of the hosting platforms. Occasionally they will be required to assist troubleshooting 
with customers where expert knowledge is required. 

System Engineer SFIA 4 

Close date: 1 Oct 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 43/2021- 3 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The System Engineer within a clear framework of accountability, will be responsible for undertaking 
systems engineering activities to support the delivery of SNO-SPO projects. The System Engineer activities 
will include, but not be limited to, business analysis, systems design, and test and evaluation activities. 
There is also a requirement for prototyping of some ICT concepts and administration of systems. 

System Engineer SFIA 4 

Close date: 1 Oct 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 43/2021- 4 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The System Engineer will be accountable under general direction to manage complex activities and tasks 
relating to requirements development, system definition, design and development, integration, verification 
and validation. The role will facilitate planning, organisation, integration and delivery of complex systems 
engineering services and products. The role will need systems engineering skills and a proven ability to 
work within an integrated team of technical and non-technical personnel. 
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System Engineer SFIA 4 

Close date: 1 Oct 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 43/2021- 5 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The System Engineer will be responsible for the design, integration, testing and documentation of 
engineering subsystems under general direction and guidance. They will require an understanding of the 
environment, processes and procedures and are required to take this into account when designing 
subsystems.  

The system engineer will be required to work across a variety of disciplines including mechanical design, 
thermal design and modelling, ICT infrastructure, ICT security and embedded systems development. They 
will be required to take broad customer requirements and develop the appropriate project documentation. 

System Engineer / Splunk Architect SFIA 4 

Close date: 1 Oct 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 43/2021- 6 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The System Engineer / Splunk Architect will be responsible for the design, integration, testing and 
documentation of engineering subsystems under general direction and guidance. They will require an 
understanding of the environment, processes and procedures and are required to take this into account 
when designing subsystems. The system engineer / Splunk Architect will be required to work across a 
variety of disciplines including mechanical design, thermal design and modelling, ICT infrastructure, ICT 
security and embedded systems development. They will be required to take broad customer requirements 
and develop the appropriate project documentation. 

System Engineer SFIA 4 

Close date: 1 Oct 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 43/2021- 7 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The System Engineer will be responsible for the design, integration, testing and documentation of 
engineering subsystems under general direction and guidance. They will require an understanding of the 
environment, processes and procedures and are required to take this into account when designing 
subsystems.  

The system engineer will be required to work across a variety of disciplines including mechanical design, 
thermal design and modelling, ICT infrastructure, ICT security and embedded systems development. They 
will be required to take broad customer requirements and develop the appropriate project documentation. 
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Radio Frequency/DSP Engineer SFIA 4 

Close date: 1 Oct 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 43/2021- 8 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The RF/DSP Engineer will be responsible for the design, integration, testing and documentation of 
engineering subsystems under broad direction and guidance. The RF/DSP Engineer will be required to 
work across a variety of disciplines including RF hardware, Digital Signal Processing and Software Defined 
Radios (SDR). The RF/DSP Engineer will be required to provide support to team members in the required 
areas of expertise and share their knowledge to aid in improving staff understanding. 

System Integrator SFIA 4 

Close date: 1 Oct 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 43/2021- 9 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The System Integrator will contribute to the design, integration, testing and documentation of engineering 

subsystems under general direction and guidance. 

The System Integrator will be required to work across a variety of disciplines predominantly across ICT 
infrastructure, ICT security and embedded software systems development. The successful candidate will 
identify customer requirements, develop the appropriate project documentation and contribute to a team of 
software developers who will be developing, integrating, supporting and sustaining software applications 
employing an Agile Software Development Methodology (SDM).     

System Engineer SFIA 4 

Close date: 1 Oct 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 43/2021- 10 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The System Engineer will be responsible for the design, integration, testing and documentation of 
engineering subsystems under general direction and guidance. They will require an understanding of the 
environment, processes and procedures and are required to take this into account when designing 
subsystems. The system engineer will be required to work across a variety of disciplines including 
mechanical design, thermal design and modelling, ICT infrastructure, ICT security and embedded systems 
development. They will be required to take broad customer requirements and develop the appropriate 
project documentation 
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System Administrator SFIA 4 

Close date: 1 Oct 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 74/2021- 6 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The VMware Administrator role is required to increase the capacity of an existing large scale testing and 
software development VMWare ESXi deployment to keep up with growing demand. The successful 
applicant, under general direction of the technical lead, will be responsible for reviewing the existing design, 
provisioning new hardware and deploying it alongside the existing installation. They will also be responsible 
for configuring the various VMWare products and networking components of the environment.  

This is an exciting opportunity to apply various skills in deploying a high value virtual environment as well as 
using your knowledge to solve unique challenges 

Project Manager SFIA 4 

Close date: 22 Jul 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 107/2021- 6 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The Project Manager will be a highly organised, dynamic, outcome orientated individual with excellent 
communication skills who is confident to break down large business requirements into discrete work actions 
from concept to delivery, for a diverse range of government and commercial customers.  

The Project Manager is responsible for leading the planning and implementation of business activities, 
including defining the scope and requirements, developing plans and schedules, managing the program’s 
activities, overseeing and planning required resource engagement and work packages with both 
government and commercial providers, managing risks and issues and communicating formally and 
informally on the program’s progress. The client seeks Project Managers who can think critically and utilise 
their excellent problem solving skills, as well as undertake negotiations, delegate effectively, and make 
timely decisions. 

ICT System Administrator SFIA 4 

Close date: 1 Oct 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 24/2021- 2 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The ICT System Administrator is responsible for complex activities and tasks relating to monitoring and 
maintenance of ICT servers and software. The System Administrator will conduct these activities whilst 
working cohesively and flexibly with related stakeholders. 
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Linux Systems Administrator SFIA 4 

Close date: 1 Oct 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 25/2021- 1 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

Lead or assist system administrator activities supporting the Linux services of the Linux Platform team as 
well as using influencing and mentoring skills to achieve beneficial business outcomes. 

ICT Network Engineer SFIA 4 

Close date: 23 Jul 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 110/2021- 1 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

Provision of 1st and 2nd level ICT customer support of voice and video services through incident resolution, 
responding to support request, deployment and remediation of desktop hardware, and assistance with 
associated enterprise networked capabilities. 

Project Manager SFIA 5 

Close date: 26 Jul 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 111/2021- 1 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The Project Manager is accountable under broad direction to provide effective leadership of a technical 
Information Communications and Technology project within a Program. The Project Manager possesses 
the ability to receive instruction from executive staff and collaborate between a broad range of stakeholders 
to ensure project scope, plan and deliverables are within the agreed time, budget and quality parameters. 
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Business Analyst SFIA 4 

Close date: 27 Jul 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 112/2021- 1 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The team’s roles and functions include the conduct and provision of technology and capability 
assessments, experimentation and forecasting priorities, lead intelligence future concepts planning, build 
and manage effective industry partnerships, lead and coordinate capabilities and related initiatives in, 
assess and lead technology acceleration initiatives, develop technology-based organisational change 
initiatives aligned to new and future capabilities and represent equities within allied/regional partnerships. 

Project Support Officer SFIA 4 

Close date: 26 Jul 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 14/2021- 1 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The Project Support Officer is accountable under general direction to provide effective administration. 

The Project Support Officer will assist in managing activities and processes relating to project procurement, 
project finance, asset documentation, project-specific and general administration activities including 
workplace health and safety, security and accommodation. The successful candidate will be required to 
work cohesively and communicate effectively with other project team staff and stakeholder groups. 

Project Manager SFIA 5 

Close date: 26 Jul 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 14/2021- 2 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The client requires the services of suitably qualified project manager to plan, manage and lead the day to 
day work of medium-scale projects. The service provider will oversee the maintenance of adequate records 
to validate compliance with approved management planning requirements and project management 
methodologies. The program of projects is diverse with variation in scale and complexity. Project managers 
will be key to ensuring the successful deployment of new or expanded capabilities into service.   
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Software Developer SFIA 3 

Close date: 9 Sep 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 0107/2021- 1 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The Software Developer will be responsible for working under direction as a member of a team responsible 
for developing software, integrating Commercial Off the Shelf (COTS) and Government Off the Shelf 
(GOTS) software, documenting technical processes and assisting with testing and deployment. 

The role will need intermediate software development skills and a proven ability to work within an integrated 
team of technical/non-technical personnel. 

The program of work has multiple projects which range in size. The successful candidate may be required 
to work across one or more of these projects. 

Software Developer SFIA 4 

Close date: 9 Sep 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 0107/2021- 2 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The Software Developer will be responsible for working under direction as a member of a team responsible 
for developing software, integrating Commercial Off the Shelf (COTS) and Government Off the Shelf 
(GOTS) software, documenting technical processes and assisting with testing and deployment. 

The role will need well established software development skills and a proven ability to work within an 
integrated team of technical/non-technical personnel. 

The program of work has multiple projects which range in size. The successful candidate may be required 
to work across one or more of these projects. 

Software Developer SFIA 5 

Close date: 9 Sep 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 0107/2021- 3 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The Software Developer will be responsible for working under direction as a member of a team responsible 
for developing software, integrating Commercial Off the Shelf (COTS) and Government Off the Shelf 
(GOTS) software, documenting technical processes and assisting with testing and deployment. 

The role will need very high level software development skills and a proven ability to work within an 
integrated team of technical/non-technical personnel. 

The program of work has multiple projects which range in size. The successful candidate may be required 
to work across one or more of these projects. 
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Security Practitioner SFIA 5 

Close date: 5 Oct 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 93/2021- 1 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The Security Practitioner is responsible for liaising closely with the engineering staff and Certification and 
Accreditation Authorities responsible for describing the cyber security threats and risks with delivery of a 
solution. The Security Practitioner will develop a range of security documents required for the accreditation 
of Cyber Security capabilities whilst working cohesively and flexibly with stakeholders and more widely 
industry stakeholders. 

ICT System Administrator SFIA 4 

Close date: 1 Nov 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 89/2021- 1 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

ICT System Administrator will be responsible for working under general direction, providing administration, 
ICT troubleshooting and support to users and their systems, as well as assisting with the sustainment, 
enhancement and hardware assembly of new ICT capability for the Deployable Services Support Team. 

Project Support Officer SFIA 2 

Close date: 30 Sept 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 72/2021- 1 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The Project Support Officer will be responsible for managing packages of work, scheduling dependencies, 

documentation, data entry and providing administrative support. The Project Support Officer will play an 

important role in project planning, risk and issue management helping to drive projects forward to achieve 

outcomes for a diverse range of customers. 

The Project Support Officer will need to be a self-starter and have an ability to work within strict timeframes. 
The role will require project support skills and a proven ability to work within an integrated team of technical 
and non-technical personnel 
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Business Analyst SFIA 4 

Close date: 6 Oct 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 85/2021- 2 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The Business Analyst will be responsible for supporting the design and development of the Phase 2 
Government approval, and undertaking business process improvement. The analyst will analyse the 
existing and future business requirements and processes, support the Technical team with detailed 
requirements analysis, stakeholder engagement, design specification, design reviews, and technical 
deliverable reviews. 

Systems Engineer SFIA 4 

Close date: 6 Oct 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 85/2021- 5 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The Systems Engineer will lead complex activities and tasks relating to DEF 103 Phase 2 requirements 
development, system definition, design and development, integration, verification and validation. This role 
will plan, organise, integrate and deliver complex systems engineering services and products, whilst 
working cohesively and flexibly with the broader project team, key business partners and stakeholder 
groups. 

Atlassian Administrator SFIA 4 

Close date: 28 Oct 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 100/2021- 1 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

An Atlassian administrator with skills in JIRA and Confluence service management to develop and maintain 
security workflows, building of data stores and scripting of automation services to improve organisational 
business performance. 
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System Security Architect/Practitioner SFIA 5 

Close date: 28 Oct 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 12/2021- 1 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The System Security Architect/Practitioner is responsible for liaising closely with the Certification and 

Accreditation Authorities responsible for describing the security threats and risks with delivery of a solution. 

The System Security Architect/Practitioner will develop the security architecture/design for the Project 
capabilities whilst working cohesively and adaptably with a large group of diverse stakeholders. 

Project Manager SFIA 5 

Close date: 28 Oct 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 12/2021- 4 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The Project will undertake capital acquisitions to deliver new communications capabilities and also activities 
to sustain and enhance existing communication services both domestically and internationally.  

The Project requires the services of suitably qualified project manager to assist in the planning and 
management of day to day work of the project and maintain adequate records to validate compliance with 
approved management planning requirements and project management methodologies.   
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Database Administrator SFIA 4 

Close date: 15 Aug 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 000/2021 - 1  

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The Database Administrator will provide database platform management support to customers through 
providing incident resolution, problem identification, resolution activities and provide guidance on proactive 
problem avoidance activities. Scope of responsibility includes providing best practice design, installation 
and configuration advice for Database Platform deployment and management and knowledge transfer on 
effective engagement with Oracle Support processes and procedures.  

The successful candidate will mentor and provide knowledge transfer to customer staff and have 
experience in software lifecycle guidance (patch, upgrade and migration planning and execution). They will 
have strong written and verbal communication skills in English, a thorough understanding of ITIL processes 
and a degree in Computer Science or equivalent.  

Systems Administrator SFIA 4 

Close date: 15 Aug 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 000/2021 - 2 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The Systems Administrator will provide configuration management, capacity planning, and performance 
tuning for production environments. The role also requires hands-on involvement during system 
implementation to ensure that the appropriate level of technical oversight and compliance to design 
standards is met. The Systems Administrator will be accountable for conducting system health checks, 
monitoring system performance, implementing upgrades and patches and developing and implementing 
technical systems solutions. The successful candidate will be responsible for ensuring customer 
requirements are met and that the solution is deployed in accordance with Oracle's best practices. They will 
work as part of a team to analyse customer requirements and recommend appropriate system design 
solutions. 

The Systems Administrator will be experienced in working closely with customers’ project and 
implementation teams to identify potential areas for technical improvements, system enhancements and 
discrete tranches of work that can be implemented to deliver defined business benefits for the customer.  
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Business Analyst SFIA 3 

Close date: 21 Jul 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 7481/2021- 1 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The Business Analyst role is responsible for eliciting business and technical requirements as well as 

modelling complex business processes for the purposes of informing ICT capability delivery. 

This role requires that the successful candidate be able to interpret the needs articulated by a diverse set of 
technical customers and non-technical representatives of the broader business community. The role must 
work with architects, developers and end users to devise solutions that satisfy the customer needs whilst 
working within the bounds of strategic direction. 

Palo Alto Sustainment Officer SFIA 5 

Close date: 2 Aug 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 333/2021- 1 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The Palo Alto Sustainment Officer will be required to sustain the Palo Alto Networks’ firewall technology as 
part of the project goals and deliverables.  The successful candidate will assist the project with planning 
and migration tasks of Palo Alto Networks’ firewall technology such as analysing existing rules and objects, 
optimizing and migrating policies and objects from existing environment to Palo Alto Networks next 
generation firewall.  

Knowledge transfer of network architecture design and strategy through facilitated discussions covering 
accounts, virtual private clouds, subnets, gateways, VPNs, dedicated network connections, firewalls and 
domain resolution will be required.  

System Administrator SFIA 3 

Close date: 1 Nov 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 98/2021- 1 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The System Administrator is required to provide system administrative support under general direction in a 
key capability domain responsible for the production and sustainment of digital signals processing and 
embedded platforms. 
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System Administrator SFIA 4 

Close date: 1 Nov 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 98/2021- 2 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The System Administrator is required to provide system administrative support under general direction in a 
key capability domain responsible for the production and sustainment of digital signals processing and 
embedded platforms. 

System Administrator SFIA 4 

Close date: 1 Nov 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 98/2021- 2 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The System Administrator is required to provide system administrative support under general direction in a 
key capability domain responsible for the production and sustainment of digital signals processing and 
embedded platforms. 

Solution Architect SFIA 5 

Close date: 12 Oct 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 102/2021- 1 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The Solution Architect is responsible for developing capability roadmaps, technology solutions and mapping 
the business requirements to systems/technical requirements and aligning solutions with the capability 
architecture. 

The Solution Architect will plan, organise, schedule, integrate and deliver complex Cyber Security services 
and artefacts, whilst working cohesively and flexibly with related stakeholders. 
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Business Analyst  SFIA 5 

Close date: 12 Oct 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 99/2021- 1 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The Business Analyst will have Atlassian administrator skills and be familiar with JIRA service Management 
(or similar software), to develop, maintain and automate security workflows to improve organisational 
business performance and deliver business intelligence data. 

The Business Analyst interprets the business needs and works with architects and system engineers to 
ensure the customers’ fundamental needs are understood at a basic level. The role is required to work with 
engineers and architects to satisfy business needs within the strategic technology direction of the 
organisation. 

The Business Analyst will be responsible for customer engagement, process modelling and development of 
system requirements. This position is responsible for the elicitation of business and technical requirements 
and the modelling of new Atlassian business processes for a fast paced, dynamic business unit. 

Requirements Manager SFIA 5 

Close date: 6 Oct 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 85/2021- 1 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The Requirements Manager will work independently within broad guidelines to manage project 
requirements, risks and configuration and contribute to the definition of multiple tranches of work. This 
person will work with business stakeholders, project managers, systems architects, security stakeholders 
and other groups as required, to identify and develop requirements, configuration and analyse risks towards 
the project.     

Asset Manager SFIA 4 

Close date: 1 Nov 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 44/2021- 4 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

The Asset Manager is expected to support Network Operations and Access Division meet its asset 
requirements. This includes delivering asset management activities in asset accounting, balance sheet 
management and financial statements analysis and reporting. The types of assets include both tangible and 
non-tangible assets. 
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ICT Systems Administrator (Storage and Backup) SFIA 5 

Close date: 12 Aug 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 114/2021- 1 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

Provision of ICT Systems Administration (Storage and Backup) to enable the efficient sustainment of 
current infrastructure and design of future backup and storage solutions within a complex environment 
spanning multiple geographically separated data centres and remote offices. 

ICT Storage Architect SFIA 6 

Close date: 12 Aug 2021 

Location: Canberra 

Reference: 114/2021- 2 

Employment type: Permanent 

Contact: contracts_tss@omniexe.com 

Provision of ICT Systems Administration (Storage and Backup) to enable the efficient sustainment of 
current infrastructure and design of future backup and storage solutions within a complex environment 
spanning multiple geographically separated data centres and remote offices. 
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